Zinwave Announces Partnership with Federated Wireless for Turnkey CBRS
Deployment and Management
Partnership enriches DAS offerings, eliminating hurdles for businesses and making Zinwave DAS an endto-end and fully interoperable wireless connectivity solution
DALLAS – September 5, 2018 – Zinwave, a leading global provider of Distributed Antenna System (DAS)
solutions for in-building wireless connectivity, announced today it is partnering with Federated Wireless,
a leading shared spectrum technology provider, to dramatically streamline OnGo (CBRS) deployment
and management. By partnering with Federated Wireless, Zinwave now offers a complete, end-to-end
solution for all cellular, public safety and OnGo needs with the lowest total cost of ownership in the
market.
Under the new partnership, Zinwave is the first DAS provider to incorporate the Federated Wireless
Spectrum Controller, an essential OnGo network tool that includes a Spectrum Access System (SAS) for
spectrum management. Establishing the SAS to DAS connection allows Zinwave to seamlessly
incorporate OnGo with its current cellular and public safety wireless connectivity solutions.
Zinwave’s cellular DAS with OnGo solution will offer businesses the best possible platform for
connectivity, especially where application demands would strain a Wi-Fi system beyond feasibility. This
includes managing many voice and data connections, or moving large amounts of data quickly, such as
multiple ultra-high definition video feeds.
“OnGo stands to become the premier mode of private wireless connectivity for businesses,” said Scott
Willis, CEO of Zinwave. “We’re committed to making Zinwave architecture the simplest and most
complete OnGo, cellular and public safety solution in the industry, and as the private LTE space evolves,
we will continue to take the necessary steps to help our end-users and partners realize the full benefits
of OnGo, cellular and public safety connectivity.”
Zinwave offers a holistic, end-to-end in-building wireless connectivity solution that addresses the
enterprise’s business-critical applications, including voice, data and public safety needs. Zinwave
currently offers the most viable solution for CBRS because of the full interoperability afforded by its DAS,
which provides the unique ability to support public cellular, public safety and private LTE in a single
solution. Combining support for all three extends the maximum value by providing a complete, end-toend solution, making a Zinwave DAS the lowest possible total cost method of achieving optimal
connectivity.
“Federated Wireless is proud to partner with Zinwave to add this new first to our portfolio,” said Iyad
Tarazi, President and CEO, Federated Wireless. “Zinwave understands the value of end-to-end design,
and the benefit enterprise customers will receive from this high-performance, integrated OnGo solution.
We look forward to continuing to work with Zinwave to make CBRS a commercial reality this year.”
The partnership with Federated Wireless builds on Zinwave’s announcements from earlier this year, and
their commitment to providing the enterprise with best-in-class, lowest total cost of ownership, end-toend connectivity solutions for businesses. These announcements included:
• Zinwave’s OnGo pilot program, supporting several Fortune 100 enterprises that need to enable
wireless business-critical applications

•
•
•

Zinwave’s Network Management Service (NMS) which provides guaranteed connectivity uptime
Zinwave’s recently launched UNItivity 5000 DAS, reducing installation space by up to 80 percent
and energy use by 17 percent
Zinwave’s partnership with Cheytec that provides base station access, incorporating a solution
for the last remaining hurdle in traditional cellular connectivity

To learn more about OnGo, CBRS and how Zinwave enables enterprises to take advantage of this
technology, visit https://www.zinwave.com/privatelte. Zinwave will be present at Mobile World
Congress Americas in Los Angeles on September 12-14. Media are invited to stop by meeting room 502D to learn more in person.
###
About Zinwave
Zinwave is a Dallas-based technology company focused on providing in-building wireless solutions for
cellular and public safety connectivity that are essential for business. Solutions include a five component
Distributed Antenna System (DAS), featuring Zinwave’s patented 3F advantage – fiber cabling
throughout, full spectrum support on a single hardware layer, and future ready for the next generation
of wireless technology. Zinwave’s refined technology offers the lowest total cost of ownership, and the
Cellular as a Service option enables connectivity by converting it into an operating expense. Zinwave
customers come from around globe and span a wide array of industries. For more information, please
visit www.zinwave.com.
About Federated Wireless
Federated Wireless is leading the wireless industry through the shared spectrum revolution, unlocking a
spectrum of possibilities by eliminating the decades-old problem of spectrum scarcity. The Company
offers the industry’s first spectrum controller, enabling government and commercial users to securely
share the same spectrum band. Headquartered in Arlington, Virginia, Federated Wireless is removing
the multi-billion dollar price tag associated with spectrum access, allowing for the creation of new
wireless carriers and business models. www.federatedwireless.com.
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